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As an educator, Dr. Michael Windelspecht taught introductory biology, genetics and human genetics in an online, traditional and hybrid environment in community colleges, comprehensive universities and military institutions. For more than a decade, he served as introductory biology coordinator at Appalachian State University, where he led a program that
enrolled more than 4,500 students a year. He currently serves as an associate professor of biology at ASU, where he teaches human biology and genetics in online and hybrid formats. He was educated at Michigan State University and the University of South Florida. Dr. Windelspecht also actively promotes the scientific literacy of secondary school teachers.
He has conducted several seminars on integrating water quality research into the science curriculum and spent several years teaching Pakistani high school teachers. As an author, Dr. Windelspecht has published five reference textbooks, as well as numerous print guides and online laboratories. He served as the editor of the series for a ten-volume work on
the human body. For many years, Dr. Windelspecht has been active in the development of multimedia resources for online and hybrid scientific classes. Together with his wife Sandra, he owns the multimedia production company Ricochet Creative Productions, which actively develops and evaluates new technologies for the scientific class. Sylvia S. Deder is
the author of several nationally recognized biological texts published by McGraw Hill. Educated at Bryn-Mor College, Harvard University, Tufts University and Nova Southeastern University, she holds degrees in biology and education. Over the years, she taught at the University of Massachusetts, Lowell; Massachusetts Bay Community College; University of
Suffolk; and Nathan Mayhew Workshops. Her ability to turn to science-shy students led to the writing of her first text, an investigation into the life that is now in its thirteenth edition. Highly regarded for her crisp and entertaining writing style, her books have become models for those who write in biology. While her writing schedule is always quite demanding,
Dr. Weber likes to take the time to visit and explore the different ecosystems of the biosphere. Her several trips to the Florida Everglades and Caribbean coral reefs led to negotiations she gave to various groups across the country. She has visited the tundra in Alaska, the taiga in the Canadian Rockies, the Sonoran Desert in Arizona and the tropical
rainforests in South America and Australia. A photo safari in the Serengeti in Kenya has led to a series of photos for her texts. She was excited when she thought about walking on the steps of Darwin when she went to the Galapagos Islands with a group of biology teachers. Dr. Ledar was also a member of a group of biology teachers who travelled to China
to meet with their Chinese counterparts and exchange ideas teaching modern biology. Biology textbooks (AP) Buy textbooks textbooks - Scientific Textbooks Introductory Biology for Non-Major Textbooks Summary Author Bio Table Content Digital Law Biology - Text-only textbooks (en) Buy textbooks Textbooks in Mathematics and Science (en) Introductory
Biology for non-major Textbooks Summary Author bio Table content of digital rights students, we aim to provide you with a high cost course solution supported by a great service and team that cares about your success. See the tabs below to explore options and prices. Do not forget that we accept financial aid and scholarship funds in the form of credit or
debit cards. Cards. biology sylvia mader 11th edition pdf. sylvia s mader biology 11th edition pdf
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